SPECIAL TOPICS AND DIRECTED STUDY

GL/RH/SL or VA 399 □ Special Topics  4R-0L-4C  Arranged

Examines a selected topic in one of the HSS disciplines in depth. A particular offering may require a prerequisite or consent of the instructor.

GL/RH/SL or VA 499 □ Directed Study  4R-0L-4C  Arranged  Pre: Consent of the Instructor and HSS Department Head

Allows for individual study of an HSS topic selected by the instructor and the student(s). A plan of study, regular meetings with the instructor, and a major term project are required.

XX 457 □ Senior Project  4R-0L-4C  Arranged  F  Pre: Consent of the Instructor

Introduces economic research methodology. Students write paper consisting of literature review and theoretical, empirical, or applied analysis of a topic in economics.